


DISCLOSURE

In qualità di RELATORE, ai sensi dell’art.76 sul Conflitto di Interessi dell’Accordo Stato-
Regioni del 2 febbraio 2017, dichiaro che negli ultimi due anni non ho avuto rapporti di
finanziamento con soggetti portatori di interessi commerciali in campo sanitario.

Dichiaro, inoltre, che i contenuti formativi esposti sono indipendenti da interessi commerciali.





Esperienze di telemedicina 
rilevate per Regione/PA - 2018 

• Televisita
• Teleconsulto
• Telerefertazione
• Telemonitoraggio
• Teleriabilitazione



Televisita

Teleconsulto
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Number of chronic diseases by age groups in the Swedish National 
Study on Aging and Care in Kungsholmen (SNAC-K; N = 3,363)



Andamento delle DDD/1000 abitanti die 
territoriali per età e genere  nel 2021 





Potenziali reazioni avverse da farmaci nella terapia delle comorbilità associate a diabete di 
tipo 2, depressione, insufficienza cardiaca nel loro trattamento secondo Linee Guida





DL Vetrano et al., Journals of Gerontology: Medical Sciences 2018

Multimorbidity and frailty: two constructs with close 
relationship, similar consequences and equal challenges.





Carlotta Lunghi et al, jun 2022
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Warnings:
• In 2021, an extended search of the Apple and Google Play Stores for apps conceived to 

increase medication adherence found more than 2000 heterogeneous, mostly 
uncertified, mobile applications

• poor usability by the elderly



• Results
• At the one-year follow-up, of 331 drugs de-prescribed only 32 (10%) had to be re-administered.
• Annual mortality and severe complications requiring referral to acute care facility were significantly reduced in 

PDP (P < 0.002). 
• In community dwelling older people, successful de-prescribing was achieved in 81% with no increase in adverse 

events or deaths.
• Those who de-prescribed ≥ 3 prescription drugs showed significantly more improvement in functional and 

cognitive status, sleep quality, appetite, serious complications, quality of life, and general satisfaction compared to 
controls who stopped ≤ 2 medications (P < 0.002). 

• Rates of hospitalization and mortality were comparable.
• Clinical improvement by polydeprescribing was usually evident within 3 months and persisted for several years. 
• The main barrier to polydeprescribing was physician's unwillingness to deprescribe (P < 0.0001).

Objectives: To evaluate whether the benefits of reducing IMUP 
by poly-de-prescribing (PDP) outweighs the negative outcomes 
in 119 older people with polypharmacy (mean F-up: 3 years) 
VOCODFLEX: very old, with co-morbidity, dementia, frailty, 
and limited life expectancy.
Methods: The Garfinkel method and algorithm were used in 
older people with polypharmacy (≥ 6 drugs).



Garfinkel Palliative-Geriatric method is based on three pillars:
• absence of a single case manager
• lack of evidence-based medicine (EBM)
• the extent of inappropriate medication use correlates to the 

number of drugs



Zsofia Rozsnyai et al., 2020



Dee Mangin et al.



Reflection paper on physical frailty: instruments for baseline 
characterization of older populations in clinical trials 

• It is recognized that a complete evaluation of frailty to support its management 
requires a multidimensional interdisciplinary Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment 
(CGA), which is the ‘gold standard’ in clinical practice

• the Multidimensional Prognostic Index (MPI) is able to extract information from 
CGA to categorize frailty in three subgroups with excellent prognostic value  



Pilotto & Ferrucci, Rejuvenation Res 2008;11:151-61

Mild Moderate Severe
SCORE 0.180.09   0.480.09 0.770.08
RANGE 0.00-0.33    0.34-0.66    0.67-1.0

M. P. I.



Predictive rules in clinical decision making in community-
dwelling older people

Use of MPI to improve cost-effectiveness of drug treatments in 
older people with multi-morbidity and polypharmacy

The MPI_AGE multicenter trial: outcome evaluation in 
hospitalized elderly patients 



TELE-MPI showed a strong agreement with the 
standard MPI and was able to predict psychiatric 
disorders and falls during lockdown period.



Kristina M. Niehoff, Marcia C. Mecca & Terri R. Fried, 2019

Conclusion
There is strong expert consensus that the approach to evaluating 
appropriateness of medications among older persons needs to 
incorporate considerations of the TTB for medications 
prescribed for primary or secondary prevention, the potential for 
an altered benefit–harm ratio, and a patient’s most highly 
valued outcomes



2018 The Cochrane Collaboration



Despite the extensive number of studies in the literature on PIM in older patients, only 31 of the included 
studies reported effective intervention. Among these, 21 presented methodological intervention limitations .
Although a meta-analysis was not done, our findings suggested that in the hospital, the most adequate strategy 
to decrease the number of PIM and/or the patients with at least one PIM was medication review.
In the hospital setting, Clinical Decision Support System interventions significantly reduced the PIM number 
in older adults.
Concerning primary care setting, the analysis of all the included studies indicated that educational 
interventions were the most successful.
In 47.8% of the included studies, the intervention was performed by a pharmacist or by a multifaceted team 
that includes at least one pharmacist, suggesting that the inclusion of a pharmacist in the PIM interventions 
team can be beneficial.



Several definitions and units were used to measure the impact of CDS tools on changes in PIP and PIM drugs 
Studies assessed the following PIP- or PIM-related outcomes: 
number of PIMs started per 1000 visits, number of PIMs discontinued per 1000 visits, proportion of discontinued 
PIMs, percentage of PIMs, mean number of PIMs, risk of receiving a prescription for a drug exceeding the 
recommended maximum dose, risk of receiving a prescription for a drug exceeding the recommended standard 
doses, proportion of reconciliation errors corrected, proportion of recommendations implemented, proportion of 
patients with at least one PIM, and/or proportion of all prescribed medications that were PIM
The CDS tools consistently reduced the number of PIPs started and the mean number of PIPs per patient, while 
also increasing PIM discontinuation and drug appropriateness.

However…
• No clinical outcomes examined
• Only two studies assessed whether CDS tools could decrease the number of potential drug-drug interactions
• The cost-effectiveness of CDS tools was addressed in one RCT

2019



CDSS interventions have the potential to improve the hospital care of older patients. In 
total, 72% (13/18) of the included interventions were effective (mostly on process outcomes).

Future studies:
• should use a strong study design, such as a randomized trial or interrupted time series
• should include a large enough sample size and duration and select specific patient-related 

outcomes directly affected by the intervention
• should assess the effect on geriatric conditions, quantify the impact of implementation and 

design factors on CDSS effectiveness, and investigate the potential of personalized (data-
driven) interventions.

2021



2,322 articles were identified and 6 (two randomised controlled trials) were included with 657 participants in total (mean age 
range 79–87 years). 
Studies were heterogeneous in their designs, settings and outcomes.
Deprescribing interventions were pharmacist-led (n = 3) or multidisciplinary teamled (n = 3). 
Frailty was identified using several measures and deprescribing was implemented using either explicit or implicit tools or both.
Three studies reported safety outcomes and showed no significant changes in adverse events, hospitalisation or mortality rates. 
Three studies reported positive impact on clinical outcomes including depression, mental health status, function and frailty; with 
mixed findings on falls and cognition; and no significant impact on quality of life. 
All studies described medication-related outcomes and reported a reduction in potentially inappropriate medications and total 
number of medications per-patient. 
Feasibility of deprescribing was reported in four studies which showed that 72–91% of recommendations made were 
implemented. 
Two studies evaluated and reported the acceptability of their interventions and further two described cost saving.



Bellantoni J. et al., JAGS 2021

30-day hospital readmission
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